NHS Wales
e-Library
for Health
Expo

Exploring Well-being
and Dignity in the
National
e-resources for NHS
Wales.

9.30AM

Welcome to your NHS Wales e-Library for
Health
Join along this tour, delivered by Bex from the e-Library
team, as we walk through a demonstration of the eLibrary website, covering key areas such as:
How to find the e-Library website
How to find what you’re looking for
How to log in when on and off the NHS Wales network
Do you have any questions about using the e-Library
website – make sure you ask – or submit them before the
session to have your questions answered

11AM

Evidence Maps
Join along with Claire Morgan (Senior Evidence and
Knowledge Analyst for Public Health Wales) as she
showcases evidence maps produced by Observatory
Evidence Service, Public Health Wales.
This session will cover:
·What are evidence maps
·Where to find evidence maps
·examples of current and new maps and where to find more!

12.30PM

How to find Specific Literature using
MIDIRS database
An introduction to MIDIRS database using tried and tested
techniques to find specific records.
Presented by: Rani Southern-Darbar, Training Manager at
Wolters Kluwer
This session will include:
·Where to find MIDIRS in the e-Library website
·How to access MIDIRS on and off the NHS Wales network
·an introduction to the database

2PM

Supporting Well-being & Dignity in older
people using CINAHL Plus with Full Text
Objectives:
By the end of this session you will be able to:
·Identify full text articles on well-being and dignity in CINAHL
·Search and browse CINAHL Subject Headings to find
authoritive content
·Manage search results using available tools in CINAHL
·Find support information in EBSCO Connect
Presented by: Richard Crookes, EBSCO Health Care Senior
Manager Training Services

3.15PM

Wellness Webinar of Nurses – Put your
own oxygen mask on first: self-care in the
time of COVID
Join in this hybrid session of both live and pre-record webinar
produced by Wiley and the editors of Royal Marsden Manual
of Clinical Nursing Procedures edition 10 that focuses on
(Chapter 19) of the RMM 10th ed.
You will also find out:
·How to find the Royal Marsden Manual in the e-Library
·How to access when on and off the NHS Wales network
A special introduction for NHS Wales from Wiley

ALL SESSIONS ARE RECORDED

